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SUMMARY 
Sport training has specific effects in the human organism's 
physiological and metabolic systems. A continuous 
workout produces adaptations in these systems, and 
improves development, stability and increased 
effectiveness in motor habit execution, achieved through a 
muscular strength increase. This type of evaluation 
determines the characteristics of Force-Velocity by means 
of Dynamometry and Electromyography (EMGs). The aim 
of this research is to build and develop Muscular 
Biomechanics Evaluation Prototype System with Surface 
Electromyography and Dynamometry, in order to evaluate 
neurological parameters in muscular conditioning and 
rehabilitation. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Physical training load has specific effects in the human 
organism's physiological and metabolic systems. It 
produces adaptation in these systems and can improve 
development, stability and  increased effectiveness in 
motor habit execution. Two positive consequences of 
physical training are improvement of muscular strength 
due to increased  intra or inter-muscular coordination and 
development of obtaining energy (anaerobically). One 
significant  problem in sports exercise physiology is 
understanding when these physiological changes, 
according to training process and adaptations, take place. 
A Measure of the force created during an isometric 
contraction is accomplished by  using dynamometers.  
Recording voluntary maximum contraction provides a 
measure of the dynamometry force curve, and from this 
measure we can appreciate the characteristics of fast or 
explosive muscular contraction. Analysis can become 
more informative if we record muscular action potentials 
or Electromyography (EMG) generated during the 
contraction. There are qualitative and quantitative 
measures used to evaluate performance and muscular 
adaptations, including devices like weights, 
dynamometers, electromyography, etc.  Information 
contained in EMG’s  results has great importance for 
diagnosis and prognosis in human nervous system injuries.  

Therefore, it it is beneficial to observe muscular activity 
motion sequences, indirect observation of effort, and 
muscular fatigue. Dynamometry is used to determine 
force-velocity characteristics and skeletal muscle power. 
This is important in the study and evaluation of both 
fatigue and the neuromuscular system functional 
adaptation to the training process. Equally, it is important 
to evaluate what kind of adaptations take place.  Recent 
studies demonstrate that combined use of dynamometry 
and electromyography techniques in muscular effort 
assessment provide more specific results[1].   
Rehabilitation and sport training use various qualitative 
methods for performance evaluation for muscular 
adaptations. Scientific evidence in multiple studies 
demonstrate this not only in sports medicine, but also in 
rehabilitation, ergonomics and work job evaluation [2, 3,]. 
The most important parameters in the study of muscular 
mechanics are: Muscular contraction force, tension force, 
momentum, displacement of total work, - more specific 
measurement of maximum force, power, acceleration 
energy and resistance. Quantitative evaluation of muscular 
mechanical function traditionally measures generated 
tension in a static (isometric) or dynamic contraction 
(isotonic or isokinetic). The generated tension due to an 
isometric contraction is measured with dynamometers. 
This procedure presents several limitations particularly for 
patients with disabilities. The isometric contractions can be 
evaluated using weights or isometric dynamometers. In 
spite of sophisticated systems development, some patients 
require alternative mechanical muscular evaluations like 
some cases of patients that have difficulty collaborating in 
examination (p. e., chronic diseases weakened, long 
hospitalizations, intensive care units, etc.). In this project, 
by means of data processing obtained by surface 
electromyography and isometric dynamometry, we plan to 
identify two methods of assessing muscular biomechanics. 
This research contributes to the development of 
quantitative techniques  of high-technology procedures 
that improve our athletes’ performance and capacity.  
 
 
METHODS 
This project has two phases: 



A - Design and develop a prototype and software for a 
Surface Electromyography (SEMG) and an Isometric 
Dynamometric (ID) recorder. This phase has 3 stages: 1. 
To design SEMGs electronic recorder. 2. To design ID 
electronic recorder and 3. To build a SEMG + ID 
prototype. This prototype will prove the detection, 
purification, and amplification of EMGs  
B – Perform and Calibrate in-vivo and in-vitro proofs . 
This phase implies following stages: 1. Establish a clinical 
analysis of muscular physiological variables, criteria and 
parameters; 2. Obtain SEMG and ID in-vivo using trial 
records in healthy people.  This stage includes signed 
Informed Consent of all subjects; 3. SEMG in-vitro 
calibration using a standard record obtained from subjects 
by using a multi-parametric simulator FLUKE MPS 450. 
The ID calibration system will  use a calibration curve 
including 30kg, 100kg and 300 kg standard masses, and 4. 
Adjust the prototype's electronic design. 
 
Apparatus 
Surface Electromyography (SEMG): A record of muscle 
fibers’ electric potential by electrodes placed on the skin. 
More precisely, SEMG records  are composed by the mean  
of electric contributions in active motor units (MU).  
Isometric Dynamometry (ID): A measure of force 
generated by muscle or muscle groups without extension 
or contraction. This occurs by means of a force transducer 
through a steel cable on which force is executed [4, 5]. 
SEMG and ID record acquisitions:  
In a biomedical instrument's design like SEMG’s 
recording system, very specific criteria are necessary  due 
to the nature of the record as well as environmental and 
biological factors.  
To design an amplified system it is important to  include 
the following parameters: Low impedance in relationship 
to the skin - electrode, to minimization or  avoidance of 
electric and electromagnetic noise, and amplifier profit and 
bandwidth selection.  
 
Definition of parameters: 
Latency (L): Time between visual or auditory stimulus and 
start of dynamogram curve promotion. First peak force 
(FPF): First peak of dynamogram’s amplitude. Maximum 
force (MF): Force value which dynamogram's maximum 
amplitude represents. Time of maximum force (TMF): 
Time required to use maximum force. 
Relaxation Force (RF): Force level at the end of the 
stimulus. Relaxation Time (RT): Time between the end of 
the stimulus until a zero value. Gradient of maximum 
force: Relationship between maximum force and time and 
body weight (GMF = MaxF/Tfmax *Weight); Relaxation 
Coefficient (RC): Relationship between relaxation force 
and relaxation time. SEMG latency (SEMGL): Time 
elapsed between visual stimulus and EMG record increase. 
Electromechanical transduction time (EMTT): The 
difference between the start time of SEMG and ID. SEMG 
Relaxation Time (SEMGRT): Time between the end of the 
stimulus and total muscular relaxation. Explosive’s 
coefficient (EC): Relation between first peak force over 
first peak time plus electromechanical transduction time, in 
relation to body weight. EC = FPF/ (EMTT +FPT) 
*Weight. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Once prototype design was complete, 13 Colombia 
National Finswimming team members were evaluated. 
Records in 5 second intervals for ID and SEMG were 
obtained for four different muscle groups and numeric 
values were collected.  These measured values are useful 
for trainers and sport physicians in their efforts to enhance 
the training  process.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 This prototype would serve to evaluate neuromuscular 
injuries during  the rehabilitation process in physical 
therapy. More evaluations of athletes, using this prototype, 
in a variety of sports is necessary in order to characterize 
sports injuries and to generate new research in the training 
process of athletes. 
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